
their tickets by entering
the super bonus round to
win the ticket jackpot.  

• Deep Sea Treasure:
A brand new skill coin
pusher that features an interactive video
screen, which challenges players to hit
moving targets. Hit the treasure chest and
activate the “fintastic” coin splash bonus
feature. 

• Panic Museum: A brand new
videogame available in either a deluxe 47”
unit or a theater cabinet featuring an 80’’
LCD screen. The two-gun shooter features
six major theme rooms and gamers will
have the ability to choose their course.
Each stage has a fantasy bonus round, as
well as mini games within the stages.
Additionally there are multiple hidden col-
lectibles and power-ups.

• Dog Tag: A fashionable vendor suit-
able for many venues from a family enter-

L ike many other industries, the econ-
omy of the last several years is
reshaping the way large and small

players do business. This month’s cover
story subject, Buffalo, N.Y.,-based
Innovative Concepts in Entertainment has
opted to re-invest during these lean times
in order to both support its customer base
and position itself as recovery ensues.

“We made a calculated decision at the
2008 IAAPA show when the industry real-
ly started to feel the impact of the econom-
ic recession,” explained ICE VP Joe
Coppola. “Like many other companies in
our industry, ICE began to scale back in
many areas and cut unnecessary expenses
and overhead. But one area where ICE
made a very cognizant effort not to pull
back but rather get aggressive and forge
ahead was new product development. The
two areas we felt very strongly that we had
to do everything we could to maintain
momentum were sales and a tenacious
approach to new game development. We
knew that eventually, when the market
picked up, this would allow us to again
achieve the levels of sales we had grown
accustomed to in the past six years.”

Heading into May of 2010, ICE is cur-
rently in full production on five new
games. The factory’s R&D team is also
working on a wide range of different game
concepts, many of them slated to be pre-
viewed at this fall’s IAAPA show. The
new games currently on the market
include:  

• Tippin’ Bloks: This 3D skill redemp-
tion game uses real time physics as players
use a hand controller to catch and balance
the falling blocks. 

• Robin Hood: A unique skill redemp-
tion game that measures a player’s archery
prowess. The first round consists of play-
ers trying to hit moving targets to win tick-
ets. Once players have completed the first
round they have the option to risk half of

Game Maker ICE Invests in Growth Through Strong Product,  
Aggressive Sales and Allocating Resources to New Markets

tainment center, an amusement
park, a mall, an airport and tourist
attractions; the possibilities are end-
less. Kids love them, teens think
they’re hot, and they are great for
pet tags, luggage tags or just a little
extra bling.

In gauging the current market,
ICE’s strategy appears to be paying
off. “With each passing month we
are hearing and working on many
different and unique new opportuni-

ties both stateside and export, but at the
same time we do have many existing loyal
customers still grinding it out and fighting
to maintain or attempting to change their
model even slightly to find some growth
opportunity,” said Joe. “The business and
opportunities are out there, but finding and
capitalizing on the right ones is the key
today.”

A Legacy of Game
Development

In creating new products, ICE is keen
to tapping into both international and
domestic needs. According to Coppola,
the export business continues to be a

cover story

ICE president Ralph
Coppola (center) with
operations VP Drew Krouse
and sales VP Joe Coppola.
At right is Dan Coppola,
who serves in U.S. sales for
the firm.
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strong source of business for the factory. 
“In many of the more mature export

markets we have had relationships with
distributors and customers for over 15
years, and then there are the more emerg-
ing markets out there where we are just
starting to forge and build new relation-
ships and target new customers,” he said.
“All that being said, clearly the number
one FEC market in the world today contin-
ues to be the U.S. As difficult and as chal-
lenging as our economy has been, and as
difficult as the credit markets have been,
we continue to see really high quality and
high entertainment value locations open-
ing. There continues to be many really
solid concepts out there that work — some
combine food and games; some combine
food, games and rides; and some combine
food, games, rides and bowling. It’s no
secret that ICE has made a concerted and

cognizant effort over the years to build our
business around the FEC model.” 

In fact, ICE has long strived to position
itself as a one-stop shop for amusement
operators with a wide enough range of
offerings to make it attractive to both FEC
and street operators. The game maker also
targets both younger players, as well as
more mature location patrons. 

“Clearly when you look at our develop-
ment focus over the past few years
between games like Deal or No Deal, Go
Ballistic, Photo Finish and most recently
Tippin’ Bloks, Deep Sea Treasure and
Robin Hood, these are family-oriented
games that can be enjoyed by kids and
adults alike,” said Joe. “We are also firm
believers that this type of entertainment
and social competition and interaction can
and will never be duplicated in people’s
homes. Hence, the FEC is strong and will

remain strong for many years to come.
That said, the marketplace continues to
evolve and needs different experiences.
Let’s face it, 15 years ago you could put
20 alley rollers in a location on ticket
redemption, and the revenues were awe-
some. Today, a good redemption operator
needs a solid mix of different games, from
alleys to sports games, quick token action
games, play value games, coin pushers and
more to really make the redemption con-
cept work to its maximum potential.”

To meet that need for a diverse range
of experiences, ICE has systematically
developed product that appeals to several
different segments of players. 

For the younger crowd, they have
helped pioneer the video redemption mar-
ket with titles like Frantic Fred and, more
recently, Fish’in Time and Zoofari. At the
other end of the spectrum, they have creat-
ed games like Super Trivia TV that appeal
to an older age group from teenagers to
adults. Lastly, there are signature pieces
like Deal or No Deal that are literally pop-
ular with almost every age group.

In the redemption game development
process, ICE also stressed so-called play
value as well as big prize payoff. “While
the quick coin games or instant win games
generally are the higher earning, we recog-
nize that every good redemption location
needs a mixture, and many times parents
recognize and appreciate the play value of
games in a location,” said Joe, alluding to
the play appeal of alley rollers and sports
games such as NBA Hoops, NFL 2 Minute
Drill, Major League, Go Ballistic and
Photo Finish, among others. 

Displaying its range of design talent,
ICE has also created some of the most
popular fast-paced ticket spitters too, espe-
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Demonstrating its commitment to product development, ICE debuted five new games at
this spring’s Amusement Showcase. Factory execs say they have continued to push the product
design envelope, even in a sluggish economy.

Tippin’ Bloks is one of ICE’s new showcase games, a genre bender
that will likely appeal to a broad range of players with its fun, accessible
and intuitive game play.

Here’s a look at brand-new Robin Hood games coming off the ICE
assembly line in Buffalo, N.Y. Robin Hood is a unique skill game that
lets players enjoy the thrill of simulated archery, another in the supplier’s
long and popular line of sports games.
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cially classics like Cyclone from the mid
1990s and later Wheel of Fortune, both
games that set a standard many of ICE’s
competitors have worked hard to follow.
ICE has also blazed new trails with pusher
games including Disco Fever, Soccer
Shot, Pac-Man, Wheel of Fortune, the
recent Price is Right pusher and now the
factory’s brand new concept, Deep Sea
Treasure.  

Finally, with the extremely popular
Deal or No Deal game, ICE created a
whole new genre of novelty game. “Deal
or No Deal broke a barrier in that it’s not
quick game play, but it does offer the
opportunity to win big ticket payouts, and
it combines great game play with that
allure of the big ticket bonus,” elaborated
Joe. “In many ways we are seeing similar
results and comparisons being drawn with
our new game Tippin’ Bloks. One thing
we know for sure, every good redemption
location must have a combination of play
value games and quick coin or fast action
redemption games.” 

The Future
ICE is staking its future growth on a

savvy combination of its game develop-
ment prowess and its aggressive marketing
posture, including a continued push to
grow its market share both globally and
domestically.

Overseas, ICE is pursuing a number of
emerging export markets through the dili-
gent work of its director of international
sales Gene Brogowski. Every year,
Brogowski targets a handful of relatively
untapped markets through exploratory
trips. “We opened up the Middle East mar-
ket that way 15 years ago, and today it

remains very strong and one of the
strongest FEC markets in the world today,
but at one time when Gene began his trav-
els there it had none,” noted Joe. “Today I
would say Russia and India are proving to
be probably the strongest emerging mar-
kets.”

Domestically, ICE is optimistic about a
slowly re-energizing economy and the
growth of ancillary leisure markets like
bowling that see opportunity in redemp-
tion and family entertainment. “This is
true whether you are talking about the
United States, Italy, Spain or Mexico,”
said Joe. “It’s a worldwide evolution and

coin-op amusements are a much larger
aspect of the bowling center revenue base
today.”

FECs are also growing domestically in
other ways that ICE sees as beneficial,
including the phenomenon of food-based
facilities as evidenced by the popularity of
several pizza buffet concepts. “As the
economy strengthens, we feel there will be
a great deal of expansion among these suc-
cessful and proven concepts,” said Joe. 

ICE also has its eye on the retail sector,
and the factory recently hired industry vet-
eran Steve Paris as its new VP of business
development. Paris is tasked with gaining
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Deep Sea Treasure is ICE’s newest pusher game, showcasing an
interactive video screen with moving targets and a coin splash bonus
feature all housed in a fun and inviting cabinet design.

Major League Baseball is the kind of universally appealing game that helps make ICE a one-
stop show for entertainment locations looking to balance play appeal with the ticket payoff popu-
larity of quick action games. 

ICE may be known for its redemption prowess, but they have offered a
select line-up of family friendly videos over the years including the latest,
Panic Museum, a shooter that is neither gory nor graphic.
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entry to some of these non-traditional-
type locations.  

One final area in which ICE has been
focusing its resources is in finding new
and innovative ways to bring redemption
to street locations. “We’ve been working
very closely with some high-tech com-
panies outside of the industry to develop
applications that will make instant
redemption easier and more operator
friendly but most importantly deliver
some really awesome and unique prize
opportunities to the players,” said Joe.
“We recognize that kids and players today
want different prizes and want to play for
different merchandise than kids did even
five years ago. We have some great
redemption games as do other factories in
coin-op. Now we need to find ways to
deliver these instant prizes without requir-
ing a location to have a full redemption
counter or an attendant.”

ICE has been
giving its all to
develop great
games for 28
years. The compa-
ny started out with
one product,
Chexx hockey, a
game they still
believe in today in
the form of the
popular Super
Chexx sequel. 

“If someone
bought a Chexx

game 25 years ago, they can still get parts
for that game from us today, and that holds
true for many of the games we’ve created
and sold over the past 28 years,” said Joe.
“We invest a great deal in our develop-
ment area, but along with that we also take
a very aggressive position in our approach
to after-sales service and support.”  

ICE’s Aaron Petritz and Dave Bartel
oversee the technical and parts areas and
pride themselves on doing everything they
can to make sure no ICE game is down in
the field longer than 24 hours. It’s a com-

pany-wide standard that president Ralph
Coppola instituted when he had one game
and has promoted ever since.

“Our hometown of Buffalo has always
been a blue collar town with a strap-up-
your-boots mentality, and we try to com-
bine that mentality with a combination of
strong integrity and real professionalism in
showing our commitment to this industry,”
noted Joe.

Nearly three decades after its founding,
ICE employs more than 150 people, all of
whom have been central to creating a
number of industry sustaining games. 

“At times, it’s a tough pull out there for
sure, but we still firmly believe this is and
will remain a very strong industry,” con-
cluded Joe Coppola, speaking for the
entire company. “ICE remains committed
to continued innovation and creativity, and
committed to delivering our customers the
very best in a game portfolio. We will
remain diversified and focused in deliver-
ing the many different types of amusement
games and attractions, and again finding
the vehicles and the means to keep this
form of entertainment not only viable but
fun and profitable at every level.”
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An ICE factory staffer diligently assembles a game board on site.
ICE employs over 150 people in the Buffalo, N.Y., area and is currently
celebrating 28 years of making games for the amusement biz.

ICE remains a decidedly American manufacturer, building their games
under the watchful eye of their dedicated quality control team. Interesting-
ly, these American products find homes in locations around the globe.

ICE offers a diverse product range for opera-
tors, producing everything from sports games
like Photo Finish Racing, the Price is Right
multi-player coin pusher and the new unique
product vendor Dog Tag, all in the firm’s
Buffalo, N.Y. production facility.
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